--------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT-----------------------------------------------------------
INTRODUCTION
Queue [1] is an abstract data structure,somewhat similar to Stacks. Unlike stacks, a queue is open at both its ends. One end is always used to insert data (enqueue) and the other is used to remove data (dequeue). Queue follows First-In-First-Out methodology, i.e. the data item stored first will be accessed first. enqueue() is the operation for adding an element into the Queue. dequeue() is the operation for removing an element from Queue. In this paper we show that removing element from front end but front never move to the position for remove an element.
II. PROBLEM
Queue is an abstract data structure is based on the rule of FIFO. While removing (dequeue) element from front end in the queue then move the front pointer to the respective position of an element. Due to this there is a conditional constraint occurs to insert an element at rear end and still there is a space to place next element after removing front element. After deleting all the element Front and Rear pointer place at the end of queue then there is need to set them at the starting position for further operation. In data structure removed above constraint by the implementation of circular queue, but in actual scenario queue never be align in circular fashion [2] . 
III. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
Queue is a linear data structure which follows a particular order in which the operations are performed. The order is First In First Out(FIFO). A good example of queue is any queue of consumers for a resource where the consumer that came first is served first. In a queue, we remove the item the least recently added.
Operations:
Mainly the following four basic operations are performed on queue: Enqueue: Adds an item to the queue. If the queue is full, then it is said to be an Overflow condition. Dequeue: Removes an item from the queue. The items are popped in the same order in which they are pushed. If the queue is empty, then it is said to be an Underflow condition. . Front: Get the front item from queue. Rear: Get the last item from queue. For implementing queue, we need to keep track of two indices, front and rear. We enqueue an item at the rear and dequeue an item from front. If we simply increment front and rear indices, then there may be problems, front may reach end of the array. The solution to this problem is achieved by increase front and rear in circular manner in a circular Queue [3] as shown below. 
V. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE AND APPROACH
To implement queue by eliminating the operation of deleting an element at their respective position and to move the elements toward the starting positions of queue for further operation and also eliminate the constraint of overflow condition in the case when queue is full by removing first element and again try to insert next element into the queue. Front pointer will never move, it will always place at the starting position to delete an element. After deletion, the remaining elements shift from its respective position toward the front position of queue. In this case deleting any single element from the queue, it will never meet overflow condition as in the case of simple queue. In this paper we will implement how Rear move ahead for inserting an element (Enqueue) as well as move back one position after deleting front position element, but Front fixed at the starting position for performing deletion (dequeue). While implementing this way queue will never be implementing via circular manner.
VI. DESIGN OF THE ALGORITHM AND RESULT
In this approach follow the concept of queue in FIFO manner but in a different manner which are as follows:
Initially set Rear->-1 and Front->0 follow the above procedure and achieve the result. This paper eliminate the existing queue dequeue() problem which makes toswitch towards circular queue.
VII. CONCLUSION
Time complexity of all operations of existing queue like enqueue(), dequeue() is O(1). There is no loop in any of the operations, but it stops the operation of insertion after deleting a single element. In our case there is a loop in dequeue() and its complexity become O(n) but it eliminate the constraint "overflow " and insertion occur without switching toward circular queue.
